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January VIP List



3rd January 2018



t.me/BitcoinBravado www.bitcoinbravado.com



January VIP List A plethora of superlatives are applicable to the awe the Bitcoin Bravado team currently feels. We are growing at a rate that exceeds all our objectives and goals for 2017, and you are a focal contributor to our advancement; therefore, thank you! To quickly recap 2017, the crypto market appreciated by more than 1,200%, currencies from Bitcoin to Ripple have quickly become household names, and we, Bitcoin Bravado, have refined much of our approach, improved educational services, hired new team members, and now serve over 18,000 subscribers! With advancements across crypto space, the global community is growing more cognizant of cryptocurrency, which is a staple to Bitcoin Bravado’s mission of educating the global community on cryptocurrency, blockchain technology, and the future of decentralization.



Moreover, a major accomplishment was met this month: Bitcoin Bravado launched its VIP Discord channel – which sold out in roughly 48 hours! But for those interested in joining, you need not worry, as we will further enhance the Discord server so that more members can join the most exclusive educational platform in cryptocurrency. Also, as you peruse the January VIP List, pay close attention to several of the new segments we have added. This month will include more than past lists, for we believe additions will generate greater investment opportunities and knowledge of crypto space. The coins in this months list can be found on Bittrex, Binance, and KuCoin. If you don’t yet have a Binance or a KuCoin account, feel free to use our referral links below. TryBinance.com and GetKuCoin.com



As always, we want to remind you that information provided below from Bitcoin Bravado and accompanying material is for informational purposes only. It should not be considered legal or financial advice. You should consult with an attorney or other professional to determine what may be best for your individual needs. We are NOT recommending that you buy ANYTHING. We’re simply sharing our thoughts with you along with our plan of attack. The writers of the VIP list do not take compensation in any form for covering these coins and tokens. Bitcoin Bravado expressly forbids its VIP list writers from owning or having an interest in any coin or token that they recommend to their members. The writers must wait 24 hours before following an initial recommendation shared in this list.



Now, without further ado, the remaining information will include 5 investments that the Bitcoin Bravado team finds most valuable during the month of January.



Aragon (ANT)



Market Cap: Circulating Supply: Total Supply:  Price: Mid/Long



$162,581,304 USD 32,252,180 ANT 39,609,524 ANT $5.04 USD; 0.00036226 SAT



Background No matter your profession, the entrepreneurial spirit lives within everyone. We constantly seek opportunities and angles that promote financial success, whether it is acquiring multiple revenue streams or earning a promotion. However, numerous systemic barriers inhibit us from truly embracing the entrepreneurial spirit, motivating Aragon (ANT) to create a blockchain-based solution to upend these obstructions. Released in 2017, Aragon (ANT) is a system that attempts to dismantle third-party entities that hinder people across the globe, such as jurisdictions created by governments. ANT wishes to empower the entrepreneurial spirit in everyone through the provision of tools necessary for the creation of organizations and success. Aragon’s decentralized design, powered by Ethereum, a global blockchain for operating unrelenting applications, safeguards a way of life unaffected by the interference of third-parties or governments. Aragon successfully operates due to the ingenious work of Luis Cuende, Jorge Izquierdo, Maria Gomez, Tatu Karki, Luke Duncan, Oliver Nordbjerg, Brett Sun, and Pierre Bertet, all of whom have extensive backgrounds in technology and engineering. News Despite being only 8 months old, ANT has made a profound impact on the community, finding itself mentioned in several major media outlets, including Forbes, The Economist, Coindesk, Reuters, Nasdaq, and IBT. The Bitcoin Bravado team is elated to inform you that Aragon has several key catalysts this month. ANT is expected to have its 0.7 Alpha release this month, which will focus on adding basic network guidance, ANT token minting, and integrate updateability. We have found that releases of all types, from Beta to Alpha, bear great importance to the community, and with Alpha signifying a more advanced stage in Aragon’s roadmap, we suspect there to be a prodigious upward shift in ANT’s value.



Website: Exchanges: 



https://aragon.one/ https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-ANT



ANTBTC: Entered a new bullish trend as shown by the 2 white trendlines. Bounced off the top of the trendline on the 2nd of january, but remaining bullish. RSI currently oversold and crossing over to bullish. The old resistance of 30k became the new support. Our ideal entry would be up to 37k sats, with the first 2 upcoming resistances being 42k & 50k sats. We plan to take out our initial investment around the first resistance, and again at 74k sats, which is over 2x of our entry.



Website: Exchanges: 



https://aragon.one/ https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-ANT



FunFair (FUN)



Market Cap: Circulating Supply: Total Supply:  Price: Mid/Long



$392,610,550 USD 4,249, 873,622 FUN 10,999,873,621 FUN $0.09 USD; 0.00000662 SAT



Background A decentralized world, where humans are unbound from government restrictions, ensures a borderless and permissionless way of life. In today’s centralized world, establishing a company, especially an online casino, is difficult – and will become increasingly more difficult unless cryptocurrency becomes mainstream. This is a focal reason Bitcoin Bravado was founded, to promote cryptocurrency, blockchain technology, and decentralization. Through our mission, cryptocurrency will gain acceptance, find its place, and ultimately unshackle the world. With this, we would like to introduce you to FunFair (FUN). In an effort to alleviate the expense, difficulty, and complications of creating an online casino, FunFair was established in 2017. By means of blockchain technology, the developers at FunFair designed FUN to allow anyone on earth to operate their own casino, without the hindrances commonly found in the centralized sphere. FUN uses the Ethereum platform, its Fate Channels, and Fun tokens to provide casino managers, game developers, affiliates, and players with a decentralized gaming experience. FunFair, founded by Jez San Obe, utilizes the exhaustive talents of Jeremy Longley, Oliver Hopton, Rob Palmer-Hole, David Greyling, Laurence Mcdonald, Paul Jackman, Dane Wiid, Will Master, Mark Ridgwell, Jas Austin, Kim Man, Steve C, Joe Blakestone, Dave Bowman, Steven Olliffe, Johan Van Der Merwe, Mark Knight, Krzyszto Krygier, Nicholas Antill, Cevile Baird, James Harrison, and Dan Grant, to successfully advance and integrate FUN into mainstream society. News FunFair has recently been mentioned in Coinspeaker, TechCrunch, NEWSBTC, BlockchainNEWS, Coindesk, and several other news agencies. With great press attention, FunFair, in the eyes of many, will soon make sweeping changes to the global community. January is viewed to be one of the biggest months in the history of FunFair’s existence as it will submit its application to the UK Gambling Commission for a Remote Gambling Software License. With this step, FUN moves closer to disrupting the entire gambling industry - a catalyst the Bitcoin Bravado team views as important to both FUN and crypto space.



Website: https://funfair.io/ Exchanges: https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-FUN https://www.binance.com/trade.html?symbol=FUN_BTC



FUNBTC: Spiked above its bullish trendline and currently sitting on top of the old resistance. It is struggling to stay above the trendline resistance and might fall back into the old trendline. Bullish momentum could keep it above the trendline and from an ascending triangle. First resistance is at 800 sats and our first target is 1.1k sats. The area in between these 2 levels has historically led to huge runs up.



Website: https://funfair.io/ Exchanges: https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-FUN https://www.binance.com/trade.html?symbol=FUN_BTC



Ripio Credit Network (RCN)



Market Cap: Circulating Supply: Total Supply:  Price: Mid/Long



$195,485,077 USD 489,033,009 RCN 999,942,647 RCN $0.39 USD; 0.00002727 SAT



Background Reducing costs, increasing reliability, and securing transparency stand as integral components of the financial sector. With finances being the most important feature to a sustainable life, there is no wonder these concepts are important. But with the clear direction of our current banking system, consumers are paying more, losing reliable services, and ultimately prevented from accessing the information and resources they need. As such, the Bitcoin Bravado team would like to inform you of Ripio Credit Network (RCN). For hundreds of years, many actors have coordinated the global economy. The most significant being the financial system. Credit, a system in which lenders, people with surplus funds, provide financial assistance to borrowers, individuals with insufficient funds, primarily backs the financial system. Nonetheless, despite the apparent abundance of financial systems, banks strategically establish themselves in specific geographic locations, preventing certain people to connect for reasons of credit transactions. This understanding led to the creation of BitPagos in 2013 and its eventual rebranding to Ripio Credit Network in 2017. Ripio Credit Network, a wallet that facilitates various financial actions, aims to disrupt the structural problems present in the modern financial system through blockchain technology and smart contracts. With RCN, financial institutions will no longer wield significant power as their schemes of geographical mapping that thwart credit transactions will be no longer, ensuring everyone, no matter their location, has equal access to lenders and borrowers. RCN is made possible by the shrewd intellect of Sebastian Serrano, David Garcia, Luciana Gruszeczka, Andres Fleischer, Eugenio Cocimano, Melody Bohn, Juan Mendez, Bruno Acorsi, Antonio Ceraso, Facundo Rodriguez, Pablo Lefort, and Agustin Aguilar. News Ripio Credit Network confirmed that the RCN Exchange beta version would be released between December 2017 and January 2018, and since December has concluded, the Bitcoin Bravado team fully believes the release will occur any day now, underlining why we feel strongly about this project throughout the month of January.



Website: https://ripiocredit.network/ Exchanges: https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-RCN https://www.binance.com/trade.html?symbol=RCN_BTC



RCNBTC: Currently broke its bearish trend and having strong bullish momentum. On the bottom of its trendline, RSI heavily oversold. Great entry right now between 2.3k-2.7k sats. First resistances are at 3.5-3.6k sats and on the top of the trendline, somewhere around 4k sats. The arrows indicate several scenarios that can play out based on the trendlines and support/resistances. We’ll look to start taking profita around 47k sats, which is almost 2x from the entry.



Website: https://ripiocredit.network/ Exchanges: https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-RCN https://www.binance.com/trade.html?symbol=RCN_BTC



Solaris (XLR)



Market Cap: Circulating Supply: Total Supply:  Price: Mid/Long



$23,571,980 USD 878,349 XLR 1,046,793 XLR $26.84 USD; 0.00190733 SAT



Background While scouring the vast pockets of cryptospace the Bitcoin Bravado team narrows its search by establishing categories most desired by consumers, such as masternodes, speed, rewards, privacy, and security. Often times cryptocurrencies come equipped with one or two of the aforementioned criterion, forcing consumers to seek multiple options instead of one. Fortunately, you may look no further, as the Bitcoin Bravado has discovered Solaris (XLR). Solaris is replete with the many features blockchain enthusiasts desire, making it an ideal solution for those looking for a secure, fast, and private cryptocurrency that offers various rewards through a masternode. XLR is based on its own blockchain and utilizes the XEVAN algorithm, which allows transactions to be confirmed instantaneously and is ASIC mining resistant – a feature that improves decentralization. Due to XLR’s stance on privacy, little to no information is provided concerning its team. However, the team is accessible via email: [email protected]; [email protected]; [email protected]. News XLR has released a series of updates since its inception in March of 2017. Its value has routinely experienced momentous growth as a result. The Bitcoin Bravado team is especially excited for XLR during January for its ZeroCoin transactions will be activated on the 20th. The importance of this is that Zerocoin will add true cryptographic anonymity to XLR.



Website: Exchanges: 



https://solariscoin.com/ https://www.kucoin.com/#/trade.pro/XLR-BTC



XLRBTC: A newer coin which has been on KuCoin for a short amount of time. Little data to analyze. Based on the movement we had, we see a new support at 170k sats and an ideal entry under 200k sats. RSI oversold and MACD possible bounce of the 0. It is currently forming an ascending triangle. We have no idea where the top will be for this coin. It is very low supply so it could go very hard very fast. We plan to start taking profit around 450k sats at the 1.618 fib line.



Website: Exchanges: 



https://solariscoin.com/ https://www.kucoin.com/#/trade.pro/XLR-BTC



Global Currency Reserve (GCR)



Market Cap: Circulating Supply: Total Supply:  Price: Mid/Long



$33,989,490 USD 103,573760 GCR N/A $0.32 USD; 0.00002134 SAT



Background Navigating crypto space, whether you are a seasoned investor or new to the environment, is difficult. With frequent updates, new companies spawning daily, and people flooding the market from all over the world, constant adaptation is necessary, otherwise you will be left in the dust, barely holding on to what you entered with. To mitigate this, the Bitcoin Bravado team understands the importance of utilizing tools directed to assist both the new and seasoned investor, and with this, we would like to present to you, Global Currency Reserve (GCR). From its advent in 2015, GCR has gradually made itself a cryptocurrency known among the people due to its promptness, ease of use, and its user network, which incentivizes consumers for using its wallets. Therefore, with speed and financial rewards that are backed by an easy-to-use system, consumers find GCR as a smart, simple way to navigate the cryptosphere. You’ll notice it’s not easy to get a lot of information on GCR without really digging for it. Our analysts have been in different chat rooms and on Reddit looking for as much as we can find and we learned that a roadmap is expected to release today or later this week. There’s also supposed to be a “coinswap” with Coinxion - a marketplace that allows people to buy and sell goods with crypto-currency. We believe January will bode extremely well for GCR because there appears to be many updates coming and the marketcap is so low.



Website: Exchanges: 



http://www.gcrcoin.com https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-GCR



GCRBTC: Currently in a bullish trend with heavy spikes in between. Very volatile movement! The old resistance became the new support and our ideal entry would be between 2k-2.3k sats. RSI is heavily oversold and crossing over to bullish. First resistance is at 3.3k sats but could have trouble in between on the fib lines. We will take out our initial investment around 4k sats which is 2x from our entry, but we have very lofty goals for the short term price movement of GCR. We’ll likely take small profits every 20%-30% up.



Website: Exchanges: 



http://www.gcrcoin.com https://bittrex.com/Market/Index?MarketName=BTC-GCR
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